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Make your yard truck 
autonomous



Yard Truck
This trimmed down version of a tractor 
trailer, moves its trailers around a 
staging yard. 

This it operated my a driver called a 
spotter.   

Its moves empty trailers to loading 
dock to be loaded and then moves the 
trailers from the loading dock to pick 
up area.



Solution

AutoGoat, has pioneered the technology 
to enhance existing yard trucks to allow 
them to be driverless

This is done by a series of components 
that are added to existing yard trucks. 

They are controlled by central command 
and control interface at the facility or can 
interface with yard management 
software.



Features & Benefits

● Available 24/7
● Easy to monitor progress of tasks.
● Safer, as AutoGoat goes at a slow safe 

speed. 
● Less wear and tear on yard truck.
● Savings on tires.
● Savings on fuel. 
● Better control of yard resources.



Business Model.

Base Price 
$90,000

Site Survey, Site Map Created 
and AutoGoat installed on 

customers yard truck

Additionally
We can offer cloud services 

and monitoring 
$1,000 a month.



How big is our market. 

We estimate there is 

400,000 

yard trucks in operation, just in the United States.

If we achieve 1% of  market = 4,000 trucks.



How to reach market. 

How are we going to sell AutoGoat

1. Face to face visits with local owners and yard managers. 
2. Contact national supply chain companies who can benefit..
3. Contact yard truck manufacturers, to allow them to contact their customers and offer 

them this enhancement. 
4. National magazines. .
5. National member organizations that focus on supply chain.
6. Other media source.  

After a customer purchases. : 
● A review of the site and yard truck to be enhanced. .
● A site visit by the sales rep or the installer. . 
● After AutoGoat is installed, it is tested with and monitored my installer and remote 

technation.  Then customer is trained on operation of interface. .



Competitors

OUTRIDER: A US based company, started in 2017, is focused on a EV based yard truck 
solution.   

CAPACITY : A Manufacturer of yard trucks, stated last year they have been working in stealth 
mode for the past 2 years on a self-driving platform. 

ASIROBOTS: Has a video demo of a unmanned yard truck, and in a article states in the 
future they will be vehicle-agnostic. 

TICO,  AUTOCAR,  DAYSWORTH INTERNATIONAL  International companies each have 
reported they are working on self-driving yard trucks. 

We define a competitor as a company also working on self-driving yard trucks 



Unique advantages.

We are the first platform to enhance an existing yard truck 
to a fully autonomous vehicle
AutoGoat can be removed and reinstalled on replacement 
vehicles at fleet specified life cycle. regardless of incoming 
equipment being diesel or EV.
.

We have the technical know how, and the industry 
experience.

We also have the want and willingness to get this product 
to market quickly.  



Roger Crabb  CEO
Roger is a third generation Fleet Management.  He is also a  Heavy duty commercial vehicle technician with 

numerous certifications to his credit and 40+ years of technical maintenance and Heavy Duty Electrical Roger 
has been been involved and worked on many projects including National Fleet Maintenance Manager for a 

Fortune 100 Company. Roger continued working in his fathers successful trucking company and pursued the 
path of fleet management and Fleet maintenance.

Team

Lane Fowler CTO
Lane is all things IT.  He has been working with technology from chip level to the enterprise level.  He has 

been involved in successful startups and knows what it takes to be successful

Leader, problem solving visionary, and mentor with over 25 years of expertise in technology, programming 
and hardware and over 18 years of hands-on management experience leading diverse teams all over the 

world. He is focused on innovation and the evolution of products and services



Future

Europe & Asia
AutoGoat can be 
used outside the 

USA.

Farm
Can be added to 
farm / agriculture 
equipment

Forklifts
Our next step to 
adapt AutoGoat 

to forklifts.

?
Having a simple 

adaptive 
computer vision 

system with 
robotic arms



AutoGoat.co

Roger Crabb  : roger@autogoat.co 

Lane Fowler : lane@autogoat.co

470.781.4628
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